The Muslim Brotherhood is a transnational Sunni Islamist movement that seeks to implement sharia (Islamic law) under a global caliphate. Founded in Egypt in 1928, the Brotherhood is that country’s oldest Islamist organization and has branches throughout the world. While these branches operate under a variety of names and use a variety of social, political, and occasionally violent methods, they share a commitment to the overarching goal of establishing rule according to sharia. The most notable and lethal Brotherhood offshoot is Hamas [1], the Palestinian terror group operating out of the Gaza Strip. Some analysts also argue that the Brotherhood has served as the ideological forerunner of modern violent Islamist groups such as al-Qaeda [2] and ISIS [3]. The group has been labeled a terrorist organization by the governments...
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of Bahrain, Egypt, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the United Arab Emirates.

Founded in 1928 by schoolteacher Hassan al-Banna in Ismailia, Egypt, the Brotherhood began as a pan-Islamist religious and social movement, building popular support through dawa (proselytization), political activism, and social welfare. Alongside its political and social activities, the Brotherhood operated an underground violent group—the “secret apparatus”—dedicated to the eradication of British rule in Egypt and of the Jewish presence in Palestine.

The Egyptian Brotherhood’s growth spurred the formation of affiliates in nearby countries such as Syria and Jordan. Dissemination of written works by Sayyid Qutb, one of the leading Brotherhood ideologues in the 1950s and 1960s, prompted further Brotherhood growth across the Arabian Peninsula, Palestinian territories, and Africa. As Zachary Laub of the Council on Foreign Relations writes, Qutb’s writings “provided the intellectual and theological underpinnings for many militant Sunni Islamist groups, including al-Qaeda and Hamas.” Indeed, Qutb’s writings helped inform the Islamist ideology known as Qutbism, which advocates violent jihad—and the killing of secular Muslims—in order to implement sharia.

The Brotherhood has survived in Egypt despite several waves of repression by the Egyptian government. Repressive measures have included legal prohibition of the group and imprisonment and execution of large numbers of Brotherhood members, including Qutb, whom the Egyptian government executed in 1966 for his part in the conspiracy to assassinate then-President Gamal Abdel Nasser. The Egyptian Brotherhood also benefitted from intermittent periods of toleration by the government, during which the group continued its social, religious, economic, and political activities, building up organizational strength unmatched by any other Egyptian opposition group. In addition, the group’s unofficial ideologue, Egyptian cleric Yusuf al-Qaradawi, has been unrestrained in delivering sermons and issuing militant fatwas (religious decrees) from his pulpit in Qatar.

As the Arab Spring came to a head in 2011, the Brotherhood’s resilience and robust infrastructure left it well placed to capitalize on shifting political landscapes in Egypt and elsewhere in the Middle East and North Africa. Several Brotherhood chapters formed political parties and performed well in their respective countries’ elections, particularly in Egypt with the Freedom and Justice Party, which ran senior Brotherhood official Mohammed Morsi as its candidate for president. In Tunisia, Ennahdha won the first elections after former President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali’s ouster. Morsi served as president of Egypt between June 2012 and July 2013, though his government alienated much of the population due to perceptions that it governed poorly and overreached—including through the group’s attempts to rush through changes to the Egyptian constitution. In July 2013, after months of mass protests against the Brotherhood-led government, the Egyptian military overthrew Morsi and seized power, calling for new presidential and parliamentary elections and arresting Morsi and hundreds of Brotherhood officials and members on various charges. Egypt’s military-run government, led by President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, has sought to uproot the Brotherhood entirely.

Since Morsi’s ouster, an ideological and strategic rift has widened between the Egyptian Brotherhood’s older and younger generations. While the older generation—known as the “old guard”—reiterates its platform of non-violence and hopes that the military regime will collapse due to economic decline or an internal coup, for example, the younger generation has adopted increasingly jihadist rhetoric and resorts to low-level violence in pursuit of the overthrow of the Sisi regime.

Ever since early 2017, U.S. President Donald Trump has considered designating the Brotherhood as a terrorist organization. The U.S. government has examined a possible designation several times, and Trump recently reinvigorated debate surrounding the issue after meeting with President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi on April 9, 2019. In a private meeting, Sisi reportedly urged Trump to join Egypt in branding the movement as a terrorist organization. Following Sisi’s visit, the White House directed national security and diplomatic officials to investigate potential sanctions against the group. However, critics of the designation claim that the Brotherhood does not meet the legal criteria for the designation and that such a designation could complicate relations with countries where Brotherhood-linked groups have a role in politics and government. As of September 2019, the Muslim Brotherhood is still not designated as a terrorist organization.
Doctrine:

The Muslim Brotherhood was founded in 1928 to revive the caliphate, following the abolition of the Ottoman Empire by the Turkish Republic four years earlier.\(^{16}\) Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna rejected the phenomenon of Western-style nationalism and espoused an ideology of “pan-Islamic nationalism” in the hopes of bringing back the caliphate.\(^{17}\)

"Islam does not recognize geographical boundaries, nor does it acknowledge racial and blood differences, considering all Muslims as one Umma (global community of Muslims). The Muslim Brethren (Muslim Brotherhood).... believe that the caliphate is a symbol of Islamic Union and an indication of the bonds between the nations of Islam. They see the caliphate and its re-establishment as a top priority..."\(^{18}\) –Hassan al-Banna

Banna was concerned with what he considered the greatest threat to Islam: the rise of secularism and Western culture in Muslim societies. To counter this danger, Banna began dawa (proselytization) in schools, mosques, and coffee houses, spreading his pan-Islamist ideology and emphasizing the need to return to sharia.\(^{19}\)

In the 1950s and 1960s, the Brotherhood’s most notable theorist, Sayyid Qutb, promoted jihad as an offensive force to be used against secular Arab governments.\(^{20}\) Qutb argued that Muslim societies living under these governments existed in a state of *jahiliyya*, similar to Arabia’s pagan existence prior to the divine message of the Islamic prophet Muhammad. According to Qutb, this affliction could only be corrected by the implementation of sharia, brought about by offensive jihad and the killing of secular state officials.\(^{21}\) Indeed, Qutb helped to re-popularize the Islamic concept of *takfir*, by which Muslims serving a secular ruler are rendered apostates and thus legitimate targets for execution.\(^{22}\)

In the 1990s, the late Mohammad Ma’mun al-Hudaibi—who served as the Brotherhood’s supreme guide between 2002 and 2004—expounded upon the Brotherhood’s ideology in an interview with the Harvard International Review. Hudaibi stated that in a caliphate envisioned by the Brotherhood, daily life would be governed by Islamic teachings as interpreted by Islamic judges, with no need for a state’s rulers to impose man-made or “general laws.”\(^{23}\)

Hudaibi stressed that the holistic, Islam-centered caliphate was shattered by Western and Christian imperialism, including Britain’s rule over Egypt in the 19th and 20th centuries. While Muslim peoples eventually liberated themselves from Western rule, they were unable to reclaim the Islamic governance under which they had previously lived.\(^{24}\) Therefore, Hudaibi explained, in order to repair society after its purported deterioration into Western imperialism, “Movements of Islamic revival became active to spread the correct Islamic ideas and to demand the application of the rulings of the Islamic Shari’ah...”\(^{25}\) Among these movements was the Muslim Brotherhood. Since, according to the Brotherhood, the lack of holistic Islamic governance is the “problem,” the Brotherhood’s longstanding slogan has been that “Islam is the solution.”\(^{26}\)

Two Pillars

The Brotherhood has two pillars articulated by Hudaibi and published on the group’s website: 1) “The introduction of the Islamic Shari’ah as the basis controlling the affairs of state and society” and 2) “Work to achieve unification among the Islamic countries and states, mainly among the Arab states, and liberating them from foreign imperialism.”\(^{27}\)

According to Hudaibi, the Brotherhood seeks to re-establish Islamic governance from the bottom up by building a “popular base that believes in the Islamic system and is aware of its main ideas.”\(^{28}\)

The Brotherhood has built this popular base through grassroots efforts, including not only political organizing and religious indoctrination but also, most notably in Egypt, provision of health care, education, and other social welfare goods and services that governments often fail to deliver satisfactorily. In Egypt and elsewhere, the Brotherhood has used this popular base to obtain increased political representation and power through democratic processes, despite the group’s
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ultimate political goal of un-democratic, Islamist rule. The Brotherhood seeks to implement its vision in stages. Banna promoted the gradualist construction of the Muslim individual, the Muslim family, the Muslim community, and finally the Muslim government, or Islamic State, which Banna believed would bind all Muslims to God. Banna stressed that the Muslim Brotherhood was uninterested in revolutionary tactics, and instead operated with a slow and steady approach. Article 4, section 2 of the Brotherhood’s 1945 basic regulations stated, “The Brethren [Brothers] will always prefer gradual advancement and development.”

According to the Brotherhood’s official English website, Ikhwanweb, Banna would warn the Brotherhood members “who were looking for fast results that they would either have to learn to be patient and persevering or leave the movement.” Today, the Brotherhood is split between the old guard that champions this strategy, and the younger generation that has voiced and demonstrated its support for a revolutionary approach using violent means.

Organizational Structure:

The Brotherhood’s International Organization

The Brotherhood’s International Organization is reportedly comprised of the group’s global affiliates, which operate in at least 18 countries, including Egypt. Former Brotherhood Deputy Supreme Guide Mohamed Habib told Egyptian newspaper Al-Ahrar in 2008 that global Brotherhood affiliates share “the same ideology, principle, and objectives” as the Egyptian branch, but operate in a “decentraliz[ed]” fashion in order to respond to the unique challenges and contexts that each entity confronts. Brotherhood scholars suggest that the International Organization is loose and often ineffective, as domestic circumstances outweigh each affiliate’s loyalty to the larger global apparatus. In addition, there is believed to be little formal coordination between global affiliates.

There is disagreement as to the overall leader of the International Organization. While some reports name imprisoned Egyptian Brotherhood Supreme Guide Mohammed Badie as the Organization’s leader, others indicate that it is led by the London-based Ibrahim Mounir.

Organizational Structure in Egypt

The Egyptian Brotherhood’s leadership structure is hierarchical, designed to ensure each leader’s commitment and adherence to the group’s ideology, religious practice, and general beliefs. The supreme guide (murshid)—acting as the group’s primary governor—oversees the Guidance Office (maktab al-irshad), which consists of 15-20 members. Each member of the Guidance Office is responsible for overseeing an area of interest, such as education, politics, and recruitment.

The Shura Council—the next rung down in the leadership hierarchy—is reportedly comprised of 100 Brothers. It is responsible for electing the members of the Guidance Office and voting on issues such as Brotherhood participation in various facets of Egyptian life. In addition, each region operates an administrative council similar to the larger Shura Council. Regions are comprised of usras (families), which include approximately five Brothers.

Power Balance in Egypt

During Mohammed Morsi’s presidency from June 2012 to July 2013, Brotherhood Deputy Supreme Guide Khairat el-Shater and Supreme Guide Mohammed Badie—now both imprisoned—were believed to largely oversee Morsi’s political maneuvers and strategic decisions. For example, every proposal made by Morsi—down to every word—had to reportedly be approved by Shater. In addition, Morsi regularly greeted Badie by kissing his hand, a gesture common among Brotherhood members to show obedience to a more powerful leader.
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Following Morsi’s July 2013 ouster, Sisi’s crackdown on the Brotherhood resulted in the imprisonment or execution of many of the group’s leaders and members. Those who managed to escape fled to Turkey and Qatar. 45

Without coherent leadership, the Brotherhood has grown increasingly factionalized. In particular, ideological and tactical rifts have widened between the movement’s older and younger generations. 46 The Brotherhood’s youth have reportedly grown impatient with the old guard’s gradualist approach, and have called for revolutionary and violent tactics against Egyptian authorities. 47 Younger members have carried out such violence, targeting authorities and infrastructure in small scale attacks including the use of Molotov cocktails, for example. 48

In February of 2014, the Egyptian Brotherhood held internal elections, replacing 65 percent of its older leaders overwhelmingly with younger, more revolutionary individuals. The elections led to the formation of the Crisis Management Committee—headed by Brotherhood member Mohamed Taha Wahdan—tasked with managing events on the ground in Egypt. Wahdan, loyal to the younger revolutionaries, is believed to have overseen the Brotherhood’s rank and file in Egypt before his May 2015 arrest. 49 In April of 2015, Brotherhood members exiled in Istanbul created the Office for Egyptians Abroad—under the chairmanship of Brotherhood member Ahmed Abdel-Rahman—to organize the Brotherhood’s leaders in exile and strengthen the struggle against President Sisi’s military government. 50

As of 2016, the Brotherhood remains split between the old guard and the younger revolutionaries. The acting supreme guide, Mahmoud Ezzat[10], is a member of the old guard, though his leadership role is disputed by members of the younger generation. These members are also believed to hold important leadership positions. 51

Financing

During Morsi’s year-long presidency, the Muslim Brotherhood is believed to have received large sums of money from the Qatari government. Qatar reportedly loaned Morsi’s government approximately $2.5 billion, and aided Morsi’s regime with grants and so-called “energy supplies,” according to Reuters. 52 Also during Morsi’s presidency, Qatar’s Sheikh Hamad bin Jasm bin Jaber Al Thani reportedly secretly transferred funds as high as $850,000 to the Brotherhood. 53 Numerous transfers of money between Al Thani and top Brotherhood leaders reportedly occurred in early-mid 2013. 54

In addition to relying on outside funding, the Brotherhood owns valuable assets and sources of income in the countries in which it operates. In Egypt, the group collects taxes and fees from approximately 600,000 members, 55 and many Brotherhood leaders own commercial enterprises such as supermarkets and furniture stores which largely profit the Brotherhood. 56

Western groups affiliated with the Brotherhood are believed to set up vast ‘charity’ and fundraising operations within their local Muslim communities, sending all collected money back to larger Brotherhood operations in Egypt and Syria. 57 Other reports suggest that Muslim Brotherhood members living in Europe are often involved in money-laundering schemes launched to finance Brotherhood activities. 58

The government of Saudi Arabia financially supported the Brotherhood for decades but reduced its funding after the Brotherhood supported Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990. 59 Throughout its nearly nine-decade history, the Brotherhood has at times imposed jizya (a tax for non-Muslims) on Christians and other religious minorities. 60

Recruitment:

The Egyptian Brotherhood’s recruitment process is tailored to prevent security officials from penetrating the group. According to Eric Trager in Foreign Affairs, local Brotherhood leaders scout potential members “at virtually every Egyptian
University.” The members approach potential recruits in a non-political context and engage in activities such as tutoring or soccer. Recruiters do not initially reveal themselves as Brotherhood members. According to Khaled Hamza, an editor of the Brotherhood’s English-language website, the recruitment process can last up to a year. Hamza notes, “We are an ideological grass-roots group, and we use our faith to pick members.” In some cases, children as young as nine are targeted as recruits. The children of Brotherhood members are often exposed to Brotherhood activities at an early age.

The Syrian Muslim Brotherhood expanded its recruitment activities amidst the chaos of the Syrian civil war, setting up recruitment offices and urging members living in large Syrian cities to return to local communities and reconnect with the people there. A Syrian Brotherhood member familiar with recruitment told the Carnegie Endowment in 2013, “[there is a] real thirst for the Muslim Brotherhood inside Syria.” The Syrian Brotherhood found success in recruiting members from rebel-held areas of Syria, especially in and near Aleppo.

Training:

Physical Training

Because the Muslim Brotherhood does not have a military arm, the group does not carry out military training. However, a 2012 piece in Der Spiegel quoted a former Brotherhood member as saying that there are training camps in Egypt that train Brotherhood members in “hand-to-hand combat,” a claim that the Brotherhood reportedly denies.

In 1940, the Egyptian Brotherhood launched Nizam al-Khass, or the “secret apparatus,” largely in response to the failure of the Arab uprising in Palestine (1936-1939). The military wing was composed of civilians with varying degrees of paramilitary training. It carried out numerous assassinations and bombings that concluded in the 1948 murder of Egyptian Prime Minister Mahmoud an-Nuqrashi Pasha, who had recently banned the Brotherhood. During the 1952 Egyptian revolution that brought Gamal Abdel Nasser to power, members of the secret apparatus blocked the infiltration of British troops into the Suez Canal zone and secured the highway between Cairo and Ismailia.

Ideological Training

The Egyptian Brotherhood’s ideological training process consists of a series of stages during which members’ philosophical beliefs are monitored, shaped, and tested. In the preliminary stage, which can last from six months to four years, Brotherhood members closely observe the new recruit’s ideology. The recruit is referred to as a muhibb, or “lover.”

If the muhibb’s ideology proves developed and sturdy, the muhibb enters an usra, or “family” of approximately four or five Brotherhood members. The usra meets once a week and serves to educate and strengthen the ideology of the muhibb. After graduating from the usra, the muhibb becomes a mu’ayyad, or “supporter,” a stage that lasts from one to three years. Although the mu’ayyad cannot yet vote within the Brotherhood structure, he can preach, teach in mosques, and recruit new muhibb-level candidates. A mu’ayyad also has the responsibility of studying Hassan al-Banna’s texts.

After graduating from the mu’ayyad stage, the member become a muntasib, or “affiliated” individual. After one year at muntasib status, the Brother graduates to become a muntazim, or “organizer.” The muntazim stage generally lasts one year, and the individual is responsible for forming usra groups as well as memorizing of the Quran. A muntazim is regularly presented with false accusations and information to test his loyalty under pressure. In the final stage, the muntazim becomes an akh-‘amil, “working brother,” and has the right to vote in Brotherhood elections and compete within the leadership hierarchy.


Key Leaders

Mahmoud Ezzat
Acting supreme guide

Mahmoud Hussein
Secretary general of Egyptian chapter

Yusuf al-Qaradawi
Egyptian Qatar-based intellectual and spiritual leader

Ibrahim Moualir
Leader of the Brotherhood’s international organization, based in the United Kingdom

Ahmed Abdel Rahman
Head of the Egyptian Brotherhood’s Office for Egyptians Abroad

Amr Darrag
Senior Muslim Brotherhood member, former Freedom and Justice Party minister, former secretary-general of Egypt’s Constituent Assembly

Mohamed Abdel Rahman
Head of the Higher Administrative Committee

Mohammed Morsi
Imprisoned former president of Egypt and member of the Muslim Brotherhood

Mohammed Badie
Imprisoned supreme guide of Egyptian chapter

Khairat el-Shater
Imprisoned deputy supreme guide

Mohamed Taha Wahdan
Former head of the Crisis Management Committee in Egypt, Former Chief of Education, Former Member of the Guidance Office
History:


- **October 22, 2019:** The Egyptian government arrests 22 Brotherhood members accused of causing public anger and encouraging anti-government sentiments. The suspects are in possession of provocative posters, pepper spray, bladed weapons, and blank guns at the time of their arrest, according to police. The government accuses the Brotherhood of taking advantage of the murder of teenager Mahmoud al-Banna earlier that month. Source: Al-Masry al-Youm, “Egyptian authorities say 22 Brotherhood members arrested over Banna’s murder,” Egypt Independent (Cairo), October 22, 2019, [https://egyptindependent.com/egyptian-authorities-arrest-22-brotherhood-members-arrested-over-bannas-murder](https://egyptindependent.com/egyptian-authorities-arrest-22-brotherhood-members-arrested-over-bannas-murder) [77].


- **July 18, 2019:** Khairat al-Shater, the Brotherhood’s supreme guide, denies charges of spying for Hamas following the 2013 coup that ousted then-president Mohamed Morsi. According to court documents, el-Shater said he was asked by the intelligence services during Morsi’s one-year tenure to meet Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh over border crossings talks. Since 2013, leaders of the now-banned Muslim Brotherhood have been convicted in myriad cases, many facing several death penalties and dozens of years in prison. Source: “Egypt: Muslim Brotherhood leader Khairat el-Shater denies spying charges in rare court statement,” Middle East Eye, July 18, 2019, [https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/egypts-muslim-brotherhood-vice-chief-al-shater-talks-first-time-2013-reports](https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/egypts-muslim-brotherhood-vice-chief-al-shater-talks-first-time-2013-reports) [83].

- **June 17, 2019:** Mohamed Morsi, Egypt’s first democratically elected president, dies after falling ill during a court hearing. The Muslim Brotherhood accuses the Egyptian authorities of being responsible for Morsi’s “deliberate slow death” due to the substandard conditions of the prison in which Morsi was detained. Source: Declan Walsh and David D. Kirkpatrick, “Mohamed Morsi, Egypt’s First Democratically Elected President, Dies,” New York Times, June 17, 2019, [https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/17/world/middleeast/mohamed-morsi-dead.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/17/world/middleeast/mohamed-morsi-dead.html) [84].

- **May 20, 2019:** Security forces launch a search operation in pursuit of Hasm militants who bomb a tourist bus in Cairo the day prior. The operation kills 12 militants. The interior ministry claims that its national security forces had information that leaders of the armed Hasm group were planning “to carry out a series of attacks during the coming period to trigger chaos in the country.” Source: “Egypt kills suspected fighters a day after tourist bus bombing,” Al Jazeera, May 20, 2019, [https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/05/egypt-kills-suspected-fighters-day-tourist-bus-bombing-190520142349319.html](https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/05/egypt-kills-suspected-fighters-day-tourist-bus-bombing-190520142349319.html) [85].

- **April 17, 2019:** German officials accuse Islamic Relief Worldwide of “significant” connections to the Muslim Brotherhood, triggering concerns among politicians over the diversion of official funds to Islamists. Source: Damien McElroy, “Germany confirms Islamic Relief ties to Muslim Brotherhood,” The National, April 17, 2019, [https://www.thenational.ae/world/germany-confirms-islamic-relief-ties-to-muslim-brotherhood-1.850299](https://www.thenational.ae/world/germany-confirms-islamic-relief-ties-to-muslim-brotherhood-1.850299) [86].

- **April 11, 2019:** Egyptian security forces raid a terrorist hideout in the Qalioubiya province north of Cairo. A shootout ensues and six members of the Hasm terrorist group are killed. Source: “Egypt: 17 Terrorists Killed in Arish, Qalioubiya,” Asharq Al-Awsat, April 11, 2019, [https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1675096/egypt-17-terrorists-killed-arish-qalioubiya](https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1675096/egypt-17-terrorists-killed-arish-qalioubiya) [87].

**January 28, 2019:** The Muslim Brotherhood calls for the establishment of a united Egyptian opposition group abroad to regain control of Egypt from the Sisi administration.


**December 5, 2018:** An Egyptian court sentences Muslim Brotherhood leader Mohamed Badie and his deputy Khairat al-Shater to life in prison, in a retrial over violence during the overthrow of Islamist president Mohamed Morsi in 2013.


**September 8, 2018:** An Egyptian court sentences 75 prominent members and affiliates of the Muslim Brotherhood to death, as part of a mass trial that includes 739 people charged after the violent dispersal of a protest camp in support of Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi in 2013.

The 75 were given the death penalty for offenses ranging from murder to incitement to break the law, membership of a banned group, or being part of an illegal gathering. Among those who received death sentences were senior Muslim Brotherhood leader Essam el-Erara, politician Mohamed el-Beltagy, Salafi preacher Salaf Hegazy, former youth minister Osama Yassin and cleric Abdel-Rahman al-Barr. The court also sentences the Muslim Brotherhood’s supreme leader, Mohammed Badie, in addition to 46 others, to life in prison. Source: Apham Youssef and Ruth Michaelson, “Egypt sentences 75 Muslim Brotherhood supporters to death,” Guardian, September 8, 2018, [https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/08/egypt-sentences-75-to-death-in-rabaa-massacre-mass-trial](https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/08/egypt-sentences-75-to-death-in-rabaa-massacre-mass-trial) [91].

**August 16, 2018:** The head of the Egyptian Union of Human Rights Organizations (EUHRO), Naguib Ghobrael, reports that his organization, along with other international unions, has filed an international lawsuit against the Muslim Brotherhood over setting fire to 42 churches five years ago.


**August 2, 2018:** Egyptian security forces raid a hideout in Qalyoubia that is suspected of harboring members of the Hasm movement.

Five rebels are killed. Four of the five killed were wanted in military court cases over alleged assassination attempts targeting security officials. No information was revealed about the fifth killed person. Source: “Egypt announces extra-judicial killing of 5 members of Hasm movement,” Middle East Monitor, August 2, 2018, [https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20180802/egypt-announces-extra-judicial-killing-of-5-members-of-hasm-movement](https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20180802/egypt-announces-extra-judicial-killing-of-5-members-of-hasm-movement) [93].

**February 15, 2018:** Egyptian security forces arrest former Islamist presidential candidate Abdel Moneim Aboul Fotouh on a warrant charging the 66-year-old doctor and politician with maintaining contacts with the Muslim Brotherhood and inciting to topple the government.


**February 9, 2018:** Egyptian security forces arrest Strong Egypt’s deputy leader, Mohamed Al Qassas.

Qassas is accused of being a Brotherhood member and spreading false news about the country’s economic and political situation in an attempt to “disrupt public order.” Source: Jacob Wirtschafter, “Egypt arrests former Brotherhood member for ties to banned group,” The National, February 15, 2018, [https://www.thenationalae.com/world/mena/egypt-arrests-former-brotherhood-member-for-ties-to-banned-group-1.705044](https://www.thenationalae.com/world/mena/egypt-arrests-former-brotherhood-member-for-ties-to-banned-group-1.705044) [94].

**December 30, 2017:** Egyptian security forces exchange fire with three suspected militants on the outskirts of Giza.

The militants are killed in the battle. This is part of an effort by the authorities to pre-empt any attacks by militant groups ahead of Christmas and New Year celebrations and clamp down on members of Hasm, a group linked to the Muslim Brotherhood. Source: “Egypt security forces kill three suspected militants, arrest 10 others,” Reuters, December 30, 2017, [https://www.reuters.com/article/us-egypt-security/egypt-security-forces-kill-three-suspected-militants-arrest-10-others-idUSKBN1FO0GZ](https://www.reuters.com/article/us-egypt-security/egypt-security-forces-kill-three-suspected-militants-arrest-10-others-idUSKBN1FO0GZ) [95].

**October 4, 2016:** Egyptian authorities announce that they have killed two Brotherhood members—Mohamed Kamal...
and Yasser Shahata Ali Ragab—in a shootout in Cairo.


- **April 2016:** The Egyptian Brotherhood calls for mass protests to topple Sisi’s government.
  
  Its leaders release a statement: “The only solution now is to overthrow this illegitimate coup, to reinstate democratic legitimacy, and put right all the ruinous coup’s injustices and crimes.” Source: “Egypt mobilises security forces as Brotherhood calls for mass protests,” Middle East Eye, April 5, 2016, http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/security-forces-mobilise-anticipation-major-protests-egypt-2009083905.

- **December 17, 2015:** In the culmination of an 18-month review ordered by British Prime Minister David Cameron, the Prime Minister’s Office finds that membership in the Muslim Brotherhood is “a possible indicator of extremism.” However, the U.K. does not officially designate the Brotherhood a terrorist organization. Source: Kylie Maclean and Mahmoud Mourad, “UK review says Muslim Brotherhood membership a possible indicator of extremism,” Reuters UK, December 17, 2015, http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-politics-muslimbrotherhood-idUKKBN0U01A220151217.

- **December 2015:** Brotherhood spokesman Mohammed Montasser calls on Egyptians to “bring down the military” through protests.
  

- **November 27, 2015:** News reports reveal the Egyptian government’s plan to fire nearly 4,000 private and public sector employees for suspected affiliation with the Brotherhood.
  

- **November 19, 2015:** Acting supreme guide Mahmoud Ezzat [99] flies out of Egypt despite warrants issued two years ago for his arrest.
  

- **November 9, 2015:** The Cairo Criminal Court blacklists 18 high-ranking Brotherhood leaders, including Mohammed Badie [100].
  

- **November 3, 2015:** Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) introduces a bill calling for the U.S. to designate the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organization.
  

- **October 22, 2015:** Egyptian authorities arrest prominent Brotherhood businessman Hassan Malik.
  

- **October 8, 2015:** An Egyptian court orders the release of “scores” of Brotherhood members who had been jailed for acts of violence.
  

- **September 25, 2015:** Nine Brotherhood members are reportedly killed in a raid by Egyptian security forces in Cairo.
  

- **September 2, 2015:** An Egyptian court sentences eight alleged Brotherhood members to death for the murder of two policemen and a guard during the violence following Morsi’s removal from office.
  

- **August 11, 2015:** The Cairo International Airport is momentarily closed following the hacking of its website by pro-Muslim Brotherhood hackers.
  
  The hackers write, “In revenge for the martyrs who have died by the bullets of the military gang and criminal Sisi since the coup, you will drown in the blood of those you have killed. We will follow you everywhere... the revolution continues and the land does not absorb blood.” The hacking occurs on the two-year anniversary of the military’s violent dispersal of the Rabaa sit-in. Source: “Muslim Brotherhood hackers briefly take over Cairo Airport website,” Cairo Post, August 14, 2015, http://www.thecairopost.com/news/163991/news/muslim-brotherhood-hackers-briefly-take-over-cairo-airport-website [103].

- **July 17, 2015:** Six Brotherhood members are killed in clashes with police in Cairo.
  

- **July 15, 2015:** Egypt’s acting prosecutor Ali Omran transfers the cases of 198 suspected Brotherhood members to the military court for “planning to target police officers and army officers in militant operations.”
  


June 14, 2015: Egypt’s public prosecutor transfers the cases of 58 civilian Brotherhood members to the military court. Source: “Egypt prosecutor refers 58 Brotherhood supporters to military prosecution,” Reuters, June 14, 2015, http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/06/14/uk-egypt-brotherhood-idUKKBN0OP00920150614 [110].


May 27, 2015: The Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood posts a report on a newly created website called the Nida Al-Kinana, or “Egypt Call.” The report is signed by 159 Brotherhood clerics and 10 pro-Brotherhood religious bodies from across the Muslim world. The report refers to the Egyptian regime as “criminal and murderous” and declares that the Egyptian population must eliminate it “using the appropriate means, such as civil disobedience.” Source: “Pro-Muslim Brotherhood Clerics Call To Overthrow Al-Sisi Regime In Egypt, Restore Mursi To Presidency,” MEMRI, June 17, 2015, http://www.memri.org/report/en/0/0/0/0/0/0/8612.htm [113].


May 17, 2015: Al-Qaradawi condemns the death sentences leveled against himself, Morsi, and over 100 Brotherhood members, calling the rulings “nonsense.” In a message broadcast on Al Jazeera in Qatar, al-Qaradawi declares, “These rulings have no value and cannot be implemented because they are against the rules of God, against the people’s law...no one will accept it.” Source: Ben Tufft, “Senior Muslim cleric Qaradawi denounces Muslim Brotherhood rulings as ‘nonsense’,” Newsweek, May 17, 2015, https://www.newsweek.com/muslim-brotherhood-leaders-as-nonsense-19260826.html [115].


**May 2015:** Egyptian Brotherhood Secretary General Mahmoud Hussein confirms via social media that he is still the group’s secretary general and that Mahmoud Ezzat is the acting supreme guide. In response, spokesman Mohammad Montasser—loyal to the younger generation—posts to Facebook that Hussein is not the secretary general, and that the group’s supreme guide remains the imprisoned Mohammed Badie. Sources: Sonia Farid, “Internal conflict: Is the Muslim Brotherhood falling apart?” Al Arabiya, June 2, 2015, http://english.alarabiya.net/en/perspective/analysis/2015/06/02/Internal-conflict-is-the-Muslim-Brotherhood-falling-apart.html; Samuel Tadros, “The Brotherhood Divided,” Hudson Institute, August 20, 2015, http://www.hudson.org/ressearch/11530-the-brotherhood-divided.

**April 21, 2015:** Amr Darrag, co-founder of the Freedom and Justice Party, tells Reuters that new young leadership is taking over the Brotherhood. He says, “It is always good to have fresh blood ... (this was) one of the blessings of the coup [Morsi’s ouster]. The Muslim Brotherhood is deeply rooted in Egyptian society ... We have been there for more than 80 years. It is an establishment, not a one-man show. We are sure we will come back.” Source: Humeyra Pamuk, “Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood says new leaders taking over,” Reuters, April 21, 2015, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/21/us-egypt-brotherhood-idUSKBN04U4MJ20150421 [120].


**April 9, 2015:** Turkey’s President Erdogan says Egypt must free Morsi and lift all death sentences for Muslim Brotherhood supporters before Ankara will “consider an improvement in relations with Cairo.” Source: Humeyra Pamuk, “Turkey’s Erdogan says Egypt should free Mursi before it can restore ties,” Reuters, April 9, 2015, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/09/us-turkey-egypt-idUSKBN04U1C520150409 [122].

**April 8, 2015:** An Egyptian court tries an additional 279 Brotherhood members over August 2013 riots in which two policemen were killed. The charges include vandalism and murder. Source: “Egypt to try another 379 Brotherhood members over sit-in violence,” Reuters, April 8, 2015, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/08/us-egypt-court-idUSKBN0MR0LN20150408 [123].


**March 7, 2015:** Egypt carries out its first execution of a Muslim Brotherhood supporter, Mahmoud Hassan Ramadan, who had been imprisoned and handed the death sentence for his role in the 2013 protests following Morsi’s ouster. Ramadan had reportedly played a role in a violent incident in which children were thrown from a building. Source: “Egypt carries out first execution of Mursi supporter,” Reuters, March 7, 2015, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/08/us-egypt-execution-islamist-idUSKBN0L050Y20150308 [126].

**February 15, 2015:** An Egyptian court charges Morsi with sharing state secrets with Qatar and endangering national security. Two days later, it is announced that Morsi will face trial in a military court alongside senior Brotherhood leaders Mohamad Badie and Khairat el-Shater. Source: “Egyptian court puts ousted president Mursi on trial over Qatar link,” Reuters, February 15, 2015, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/02/15/us-egypt-mursi-idUSKBN0LJ0ET20150215 [127].


**February 2015:** Jordanian authorities sentence Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood deputy leader Zaki Bani Rushaid to 18 months in prison for “sorcery ties with a foreign country” after he criticizes the United Arab Emirates on Facebook. Source: Rana F. Swies, “Jordan Gives Prison Term for Criticism on Facebook,” New York Times, February 15, 2015,
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- September 8, 2014 - September 30, 2014: Rumors emerge that Turkey may accept Qatar’s expelled Muslim Brotherhood members. On September 15, after returning from Qatar, Turkish President Erdogan tells the media, “If they [Muslim Brotherhood leaders] request to come to Turkey, we will review these requests case by case. If there are no reasons preventing them from coming to Turkey, we can facilitate their requests. They can come to Turkey like any foreign guest.” Soon after, media report that Brotherhood leader Amr Darrag and Wagdi Ghoneim have already arrived in Turkey. Sources: Paul Alster, “Turkey may welcome Muslim Brotherhood brass after ouster from Qatar,” Fox News, September 21, 2014, http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/09/21/turkey-may-welcome-muslim-brotherhood-brass-after-ouster-from-qatar/ [143]. “Three Muslim Brotherhood leaders arrive in Turkey after leaving Qatar.” Sunday’s Zaman (Istanbul), September 19, 2014, http://www.todayss zaman.com/diplomacy/three-muslim-brotherhood-leaders-arrive-in-turkey-after-leaving-qatar_359250.html [144].

August 30, 2014: Egypt Supreme Guide Mohammed Badie’s death sentence is reduced to a life-sentence in Egyptian prison.


March 31, 2014: British Prime Minister David Cameron announces an investigation into the Muslim Brotherhood, including both its activities in Egypt and its conduct in the United Kingdom. The investigation will be carried out by Britain’s domestic and foreign intelligence agencies, while British ambassador to Saudi Arabia is tasked with a report on the Brotherhood’s “philosophy and values and alleged connections with extremism and violence.” Cameron places the investigation in the context of his government’s counter-extremism activities, stating, “We want to challenge the extremist narrative that some Islamist organisations have put out… What I think is important about the Muslim Brotherhood is that we understand what this organisation is, what it stands for, what its beliefs are in terms of the path of extremism and violent extremism, what its connections are with other groups, what its presence is here in the United Kingdom. Our policies should be informed by a complete picture of that knowledge. It is an important piece of work because we will only get our policy right if we fully understand the true nature of the organisation that we are dealing with.” Source: Karem Fahim and Mayy El Sheikh, “Egyptian Officials Point at Islamist Group After Blast at Police Building,” New York Times, December 24, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/25/world/middleeast/egypt-car-bomb.html [150].


March 5, 2014: Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain withdraw their respective ambassadors from Qatar, claiming Qatar has involved itself in their internal affairs and endangered security in the region through its support for the Muslim Brotherhood. Source: Phillip Walter Wellman, “3 Gulf States Withdraw Ambassadors from Qatar,” Voice of America, March 5, 2014, http://www.voanews.com/content/saudi-arabia-bahrain-uae-withdraw-ambassadors-from-qatar/1864426.html [153].
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- **December 1, 2012:** Morsi calls for a referendum on the draft constitution, prompting fears of an Islamist coup. Source: Stephanie McCrummen, "Morsi sets date for referendum as his Islamist supporters rally in Cairo," Washington Post, December 1, 2012, [http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/in-cairo-rival-protests-over-the-path-forward/2012/12/01/73bb2f1e-3bd7-11e2-9258-ac7c78d5c680_story.html](http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/in-cairo-rival-protests-over-the-path-forward/2012/12/01/73bb2f1e-3bd7-11e2-9258-ac7c78d5c680_story.html) [162].

- **November 22, 2012:** Morsi grants himself unlimited powers, not subject to review or cancellation by the judiciary or other Egyptian authorities, "in order to preserve and safeguard the revolution, national unity and national security." Source: "Morsi issues new constitutional declaration," Egypt Independent (Cairo), November 22, 2012, [http://www.egyptindependent.com/pulse/morsi-issues-new-constitutional-declaration](http://www.egyptindependent.com/pulse/morsi-issues-new-constitutional-declaration) [163].


- **October 23, 2011:** Elections for the national constituent assembly are held in Tunisia. Ennahdha, the Brotherhood’s Tunisian political party led by Rechid Al-Ghannouchi, places first with more than 37 percent of votes. Source: "Morsy issues new constitutional declaration," Egypt Independent (Cairo), November 22, 2012, [http://www.egyptindependent.com/pulse/morsi-issues-new-constitutional-declaration](http://www.egyptindependent.com/pulse/morsi-issues-new-constitutional-declaration) [163].


- **April 7, 2008:** The day before Egypt's municipal elections, the Muslim Brotherhood announces it will boycott them. The announcement comes after the group is allowed to compete for 20 seats among the 52,000 total local council seats available. Source: Mohammed Herringah and Amr Hamzawy, "Egypt's Local Elections Farce Causes and Consequences," Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, [http://www.carnegieendowment.org/egyptinstitute/?fa=5128](http://www.carnegieendowment.org/egyptinstitute/?fa=5128).
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May 1991: A U.S.-based Brotherhood member, Mohammed Akram, sends an 18-page memorandum to the U.S. Muslim Brotherhood’s leadership council. In the memorandum, Akram writes that the Brotherhood “works to expand the observant Muslim base; aims at unifying and directing Muslims’ efforts; presents Islam as a civilization alternative; and supports the global Islamic State, wherever it is.” Source: Lorenzo Vidino, The New Muslim Brotherhood In The West (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), 171.


1966: The Egyptian government executes Brotherhood ideologue and spiritual guide Sayyid Qutb.
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Violent history:

The Brotherhood and Brotherhood affiliates have engaged in violence against the ruling governments in Egypt, Syria, Israel, and the Palestinian territories. Since its inception, the Brotherhood’s ideology has authorized violent resistance against unjust and secular rulers.⁷¹

- **1930s-1940s:** Brotherhood violence is aimed towards Jewish Egyptians in reaction to Jewish presence in Palestine, as well as aggressive rioting, bombings, and assassinations towards British forces in Egypt.⁷² Brotherhood members fight jihad in Palestine. Hasan al-Banna introduces his philosophy called “The Art of Death,” reminding Brotherhood members of the Prophetic saying that “He who dies and has not fought and was not resolved to fight, has died a jahiliyya [non-Muslim, or ignorant] death.”⁷³

- **December 1948:** Brotherhood members assassinate Egyptian Prime Minister Mahmud al-Nuqrashi.⁷⁴

- **October 1954:** Brotherhood members attempt and fail to assassinate President Gamal Abdel Nasser. The group continues to grow underground despite a heavy crackdown on the group.⁷⁵

- **1954-1966:** The period of mien (ordeal) in which Nasser’s repression of the Brotherhood deeply radicalizes the group, prompting further violence, attempted assassinations, and terrorist plots.⁷⁶

- **June 1979:** The Muslim Brotherhood in Syria launches an attack during the Islamic uprising, killing 83 cadets at Aleppo Artillery School.⁷⁷

- **June 1980:** During the Islamic uprising in Syria, Muslim Brotherhood members attempt to assassinate Hafez al-Assad using grenades and machine guns. They fail, and a government crackdown on the group results in many Brotherhood deaths.⁷⁸

- **November 1981:** The Muslim Brotherhood in Syria carries out three car-bomb attacks against military and government forces and infrastructure in Damascus, resulting in the deaths of hundreds of people.⁷⁹

- **July 2013:** Clashes erupt between Muslim Brotherhood protesters and Egyptian security officials following President Mohammed Morsi’s ouster.⁸⁰

- **August 2013:** The Brotherhood loots and burns Egyptian churches and police stations in response to the death of hundreds and imprisonment of thousands of members.⁸¹

- **December 23, 2013:** The Egyptian government blames the Brotherhood for an explosion that leaves 15 dead and hundreds wounded outside of a police station in the Nile Delta.⁸²

- **December 24, 2013:** The Egyptian government blames the Brotherhood for a car bombing outside a police building in the city of Mansoura.⁸³

- **March 19, 2014:** Brotherhood members shoot an Egyptian brigadier general and colonel in a continuing retaliation against security forces following the removal of Morsi from office.⁸⁴

- **May 20, 2014:** Three police officers controlling a protest against the military-backed government are killed in a drive-by shooting by Muslim Brotherhood members.⁸⁵

- **June 25, 2014:** Five small bombs in Cairo are set off within two hours, injuring six. The Interior Ministry blames the Muslim Brotherhood.⁸⁶

- **June 30, 2014:** Brotherhood members set off a bomb near the Presidential office in Cairo, killing two policemen.⁸⁷

- **August 2, 2014:** At least 11 Egyptian soldiers are killed in an attack by Sinai Islamists affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood.⁸⁸

- **June 29, 2015:** Brotherhood members backed by Hamas are behind the murder of Egyptian Public Prosecutor Hisham Barakat, according to Egyptian authorities.⁸⁹
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- **January 7, 2016**: Egyptian Brotherhood members and security forces exchange fire outside of a Cairo hotel.  
- **December 9, 2016**: Hasm militants detonate a bomb on a main road in Cairo. The attack, considered the deadliest assault on Egyptian security forces in recent months, kills six policemen and injures three others.  
- **October 1, 2017**: A small explosion occurs at Myanmar’s embassy in Cairo. The attack is in retaliation for Myanmar’s military crackdown on Rohingya Muslims. There are no reports of casualties or injuries. Hasm, the alleged militant wing of the Muslim Brotherhood, is accused of carrying out the attack.  
- **March 25, 2018**: A bomb planted under a car detonates in Alexandria, Egypt right as the police Major General Mostafa al-Nemr drives past. Two policemen are killed and five others are wounded while Nemr sustains no injuries. It is suspected that the Muslim Brotherhood is behind the explosion given that the attack occurs two days before a contested presidential election.  
- **May 19, 2019**: Suspected Hasm militants plant a bomb that targets a tourist bus near the Giza Pyramids in Egypt. The explosion wounds 17 people.  
- **August 4, 2019**: A rebel drives an explosives-filled car into central Cairo, damaging a cancer hospital. At least 20 people are killed. Hasm, a militant group with links to the Muslim Brotherhood, is suspected of carrying out the attack.
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95 Samy Magdy, “Cab bomb collides with vehicles in Egypt capital, killing 20,” Associated Press, August 5, 2019, https://www.apnews.com/2e69f9d17d0d43e5a31be12a030e76a2[209].
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Designations:

Designations by the U.S. Government:

The U.S Department of the Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) designates Harakat Sawa’id Misr (HASM) and Liwa al-Thawra, two Islamist groups active in Egypt with suspected ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, as specially Designated Global Terrorists (SDGTs) under Executive Order 13224 on January 31, 2018.96

Designations by Foreign Governments and International Organizations:

Bahrain designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization on March 21, 2014.97

Egypt designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization on December 25, 2013.98

On January 18, 2017, an Egyptian court adds former football star Mohamed Aboutrika to the country’s terror list under the suspicion that he financed the Muslim Brotherhood.99

On June 27, 2018, Egypt adds the names of 187 persons to its terror list over their alleged membership to the Hasm movement, a group that is suspected to be affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood.100

Russia banned the Muslim Brotherhood from operating inside Russia in 2003.101 Russia designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization on July 28, 2006.102

Saudi Arabia designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization on March 7, 2014.103
Syria designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization in 1980.\textsuperscript{104} The United Arab Emirates designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization on November 15, 2014.\textsuperscript{105} On the same day, the United Arab Emirates designated several Brotherhood-affiliated groups in the West, including the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), the International Islamic Relief Organization, the Muslim American Society (MAS), and the Union of Islamic Organizations of France.\textsuperscript{106}


Associations:

Ties to Extremist Entities:

As one of the oldest and broadest-reaching Islamist organizations in modern times, the Muslim Brotherhood has spawned Sunni Islamist entities which are now largely recognized as terrorist organizations.
Muslim Brotherhood philosophy is believed to have spurred the creation of al-Qaeda. Sayyid Qutb’s ideology, expressed in his work *Milestones*, inspired Osama bin Laden, Abdullah Azzam, and others to found al-Qaeda. The current emir of al-Qaeda, Ayman al-Zawahiri, joined the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt as a teenager.

Hamas, the political Islamist organization in the Palestinian territories, is a nationalist offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood. Founded in 1988, article two of Hamas’s charter defines itself as “one of the wings of the Muslim Brothers in Palestine.” It continues, “The Muslim Brotherhood Movement is a world organization, the largest Islamic Movement in the modern era.” However, political realities on the ground have often dictated the strength of Hamas’s desired relationship to the Brotherhood. In March 2014, Hamas was banned by the Egyptian government as part of a larger crackdown on the Brotherhood. In response, Hamas weakened ties with the Brotherhood in the interest of strengthening its relationship with Egyptian authorities responsible for the Rafah border into Gaza, a lifeline upon which Gazans rely heavily.

In March 2016, Egypt’s Interior Ministry accused Hamas of conspiring with the Muslim Brotherhood and coordinating the June 2015 assassination of Hisham Barakat, Egypt’s chief prosecutor, in a Cairo car bombing. Later that month, Hamas removed all pictures of former Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi and any other signs of Muslim Brotherhood links from its Gaza offices. The move reportedly came after a meeting between Hamas leaders and Egypt officials who demanded Hamas renounce its links with the Brotherhood before Egypt would restore relations with Hamas. Hamas spokesman Sami Abu Zuhri later denied any links between his group and the Muslim Brotherhood. In May 2017, Hamas released a new guiding political document, which made no mention of the Muslim Brotherhood.

In July 2019, Khairat el-Shater, the Brotherhood’s supreme guide, denied charges of spying for Hamas following the 2013 coup that ousted then-president Mohamed Morsi. According to court documents, el-Shater said he was asked by the intelligence services during Morsi’s one-year tenure to meet Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh over border crossings talks. On September 11, 2019, imprisoned Brotherhood Supreme Guide Mohammed Badie and 10 other Brotherhood members were sentenced to life in prison on charges of spying in conjunction with Hamas.
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**Holy Land Foundation**

In December 2001, the U.S. Treasury Department designated the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, then the largest Muslim charity based in the U.S., as a “Specially Designated Global Terrorist” group. U.S. authorities raided the group’s headquarters and seized its assets. In November 2008, five former leaders of the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development (HLF), a Muslim charity based in the U.S., were found guilty by a U.S. court for facilitating the transfer of more than $12 million to Hamas.

The U.S. government presented testimony during the trial. According to the FBI, “[I]n the early 1990’s, Hamas’ parent organization, the Muslim Brotherhood, planned to establish a network of organizations in the U.S. to spread a militant Islamist message and raise money for Hamas. The HLF became the chief fundraising arm for the Palestine Committee in the U.S. created by the Muslim Brotherhood to support Hamas.”

The document articulated the Brotherhood’s goals for North America as, among others, “present[ing] Islam as a civilization alternative, and support[ing] the global Islamic State wherever it is.” The document also emphasized that to achieve these and other multi-stage goals, “the Movement must... carry out this grand mission as a ‘Civilization Jihadist’ responsibility which lies on the shoulders of Muslims and—on top of them—the Muslim Brotherhood in this country.” This meant that the Brotherhood’s “work in America is a kind of grand Jihad in eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within and ‘sabotaging’ its miserable house by their hands and the hands of the believers so that it is eliminated and God’s religion is made victorious over all other religions.”

The document emphasized the importance of establishing an “Islamic Center” in each city as a base for the Brotherhood’s multifaceted work, as well as many other institutions that would serve as the foundation of the group’s jihad efforts in North America. The document also included a list of Brotherhood organizations and “the organizations of our friends,” which included prominent Muslim organizations in America, including the Islamic Society of North America, Muslim Students Association, North American Islamic Trust, and Islamic Circle of North America.

**Hasm Movement**

Hasm (“Decisiveness”) is an Egyptian militant group that emerged in 2014. Police suspect it is a violent wing of the Muslim Brotherhood, though the Brotherhood denies any ties to militant groups. Hasm has claimed it wants to end the “military occupation of Egypt by militias of (President) Abdel-Fatah el-Sissi.” Hasm has accused the Egyptian government of imprisoning thousands of innocent people which has incentivized the group to target security forces as well as carry out assassination attempts on public figures.

Hasm claimed responsibility for a December 9, 2016, bombing that killed six police officers outside of Cairo. The group also claimed responsibility for an assassination attempt on a senior Egyptian prosecutor that September. As of December 2016, Hasm had claimed responsibility for at least half a dozen attacks since the group’s emergence that July.

On September 30, 2017, Hasm claimed responsibility for a small explosion at Myanmar’s embassy in Cairo. It was the group’s first reported attack on a civilian target. There were no casualties. The group claimed the attack was in response to Myanmar’s military crackdown on Rohingya Muslims. In 2019, Hasm was responsible for two major explosions—one in May that killed 17 people near the Giza Pyramids, and one in August that damaged a cancer hospital and killed over 20 people.

In January 2019, Egyptian authorities also arrested several Hasm members accused of planning to disrupt the January 25 anniversary of the revolution against Hosni Mubarak. According to the Interior Ministry, a Brotherhood member in Turkey had directed the local Hasm members. In January 2020, Egyptian authorities again accused Hasm of seeking to disrupt the anniversary of Mubarak’s overthrow by promoting fake news and spreading discord among Egyptians. The government arrested six Hasm members accused of plotting to “target important figures and buildings as well as places of worship” and organize protests on the anniversary later that month. Egypt again accused Brotherhood members in Turkey of orchestrating the plots and inciting the Egyptian public against the government.

**Ties to Other Entities:**
Qatar has long supported the Brotherhood through financial, public diplomacy and media-based pathways, with Qatar’s backing largely based on the entities’ similar interpretations of political Islam. The Qatar-owned satellite network Al Jazeera is often perceived as biased towards the Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{134} Qatar loaned Morsi’s government approximately $7.5 billion during the Brotherhood’s year in power.\textsuperscript{135} Qatar also reportedly aided Morsi’s regime with grants and “energy supplies,” according to Reuters.\textsuperscript{136} During Morsi’s presidency, funds as high as $850,000 were reportedly secretly transferred to the Brotherhood from Qatar’s former Prime Minister Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani.\textsuperscript{137} Qatar refused to join suit as its Gulf neighbors labeled the Brotherhood a terrorist organization in 2013 and 2014. However, in mid-September 2014, top Muslim Brotherhood members claimed that they had been “asked to leave Qatar” as the small Arab country came under pressure from its neighbors to cut off support for the Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{138}

Turkey

Turkey has long been a hub for the Brotherhood’s international organization. Especially following President Morsi’s ouster, regrouping and logistical efforts to strengthen the international Brotherhood community were reportedly hosted by Istanbul.\textsuperscript{139} Turkey has also reportedly provided the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood with weaponry and intelligence.\textsuperscript{140} According to Mohammed Abdel Kader of the Saudi-based Al Arabiya Institute for Studies, Turkey’s support has highlighted “Erdogan’s ties with the Muslim Brotherhood… and their mutual interest in restoring ‘the era of Islamic rule,’ seen by the Brotherhood as the basis for protecting ‘the Islamic nation.’”\textsuperscript{141} However, when Egyptian President el-Sisi took office, relations between Turkey and the Brotherhood weakened due to Turkey’s fear of alienation and reprisal from Egypt and the Gulf states.\textsuperscript{142}

In May 2010, the Turkish humanitarian NGO the Humanitarian Relief Foundation (IHH) crewed a Turkish flotilla through international waters, edging the ships toward Gaza in an attempt to break the Israeli blockade and supply what it claims was humanitarian aid. The Israeli navy raided one of the ships, the \textit{Mavi Marmara}, resulting in the death of nine IHH members onboard. A detailed report on the incident, published by the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, asserts that the IHH networked with and received financial support from the Turkish Muslim Brotherhood. According to the report, IHH and the Turkish Brotherhood were provided passengers for the flotilla from the global Muslim Brotherhood organization.\textsuperscript{143}

**Ties to Extremist Individuals:**
Recep Tayyip Erdogan
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is a longtime supporter of the international Muslim Brotherhood and a close ally of former Egyptian President Mohammed Morsi. Erdogan was a vocal opponent of Morsi’s removal from office and the Egyptian military regime that took his place, and has vouched for Morsi’s democratic intentions. In response to the military crackdown on Morsi supporters in Rabaa al-Adawiya Square in August 2013, Erdogan blamed the international community for Morsi’s removal, saying, “It is clear that the international community, by supporting the military coup and remaining silent over previous massacres instead of protecting democracy and constitutional legitimacy in Egypt, has encouraged the current administration to carry out [the crackdown on Rabaa al-Adawiya Square].” In public speeches, Erdogan has flashed the four-fingered “Rabia” hand salute, a Brotherhood symbol signifying resistance against the Egyptian security forces.

In September 2014, amid the reported expulsion of Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood leaders from Qatar, Erdogan appeared ready to grant Brotherhood leaders asylum. He told reporters, “If they file a request to move to Turkey we will assess their situation and they can move to Turkey if there is no reason to prevent their entry.” Erdogan’s government has close ideological ties to the Brotherhood. It has maintained warm relations with the Islamist group in hopes of sustaining and strengthening its influence in the region.

Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani
Former Qatari Prime Minister Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani has reportedly secretly transferred funds as high as $850,000 to Muslim Brotherhood leaders during Mohammed Morsi’s presidency. A document dated March 28, 2013 detailed the allocation of funds from Hamad bin Jassim to a “long list” of Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood leaders.
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Media Coverage:

Media coverage/analysis of group

During the 2011 revolution that toppled Egypt’s Mubarak regime, Western media found they had to explain the Muslim Brotherhood to audiences unfamiliar with the group. This created an opportunity for the Brotherhood to spin its introduction to the Western public, as Brotherhood senior official Mohammed Morsi did in an op-ed in London’s Guardian newspaper in February 2011, days before Mubarak’s fall from power. The Brotherhood is “at the heart of Egyptian society,” Morsi wrote. Speaking directly to Western readers, Morsi listed the Mubarak government’s crimes against the Brotherhood, painting the organization as another victim of the repressive regime, “constantly targeted by some of the most brutal government measures.” The Brotherhood, according to Morsi, aims “to remove all forms of injustice, tyranny, autocracy and dictatorship, and we call for the implementation of a democratic multiparty all-inclusive political system that excludes no one.” Intentionally or not, the Guardian gave the Brotherhood a platform to appeal to international audiences.

Qatar’s Al Jazeera

Al Jazeera quickly cemented itself as the Arab media champion of Egypt’s revolution, earning adulation from the masses and ire from Mubarak’s government, which revoked the network’s broadcasting license and shut down its Cairo bureau during the regime’s final weeks in power. Soon after Mubarak’s regime fell, Al Jazeera stepped up its support for the Brotherhood, prompting some outside analysts to criticize the network’s behavior as shameless. Sultan Al Qassemi, a UAE-based commentator, said Al Jazeera established a live Egypt broadcast days after Mubarak’s fall for the purpose of “dedicating its coverage in favor of the Muslim Brotherhood around the clock.”

Al Jazeera has long broadcast a program hosted by radical Brotherhood ideologue Yusuf al-Qaradawi, famous for his incitement against Jews and support of Palestinian suicide bombings against Israel. During protests in Egypt’s Tahrir Square in February 2011, Al Jazeera broadcasted a speech by al-Qaradawi in which he proclaimed his hope that “as God has delighted me to see a liberated Egypt, [so too will God] delight me with a conquered Al Aqsa [a holy mosque in Jerusalem].”

Before Morsi even took office as president of Egypt, Al Jazeera reported that his election had turned the situation at the Egypt-Gaza Rafah border crossing “upside down,” with people moving easily through the checkpoint for the first time since Israel imposed a blockade on Gaza.

In Foreign Policy, Sultan Al Qassemi reported that on June 30, 2013, while hundreds of thousands of Egyptians clamored for Morsi to step down, Al Jazeera Arabic diverted its coverage to air an interview with a Syrian dissident and soccer updates. Though Al Jazeera’s dedicated Egypt channel did cover the protests, Al Qassemi noted that the channel isn’t as widely available in the Middle East as its parent network.

One week after Morsi was deposed by the Egyptian military in July 2013, Al Jazeera promptly covered protests against the takeover, labeling the takeover a “coup,” and reported on the steadfast support that Morsi’s followers were maintaining. Al Jazeera’s English network also broadcast damning reports claiming that the U.S. “quietly funded senior Egyptian opposition figures who called for toppling the country’s now-deposed president Mohammed Morsi.” According to the report, activists on the U.S. payroll included “an exiled Egyptian police officer who plotted the violent overthrow...an anti-Islamist politician who advocated closing mosques and dragging preachers out by force, as well as a coterie of opposition politicians...”

Al Jazeera came to the Brotherhood’s defense after the group was labeled a terrorist organization, noting that the designation came one day after a deadly car bombing in Mansoura, an attack for which Ansar Bayt Al-Maqdis claimed credit. Al Jazeera noted that “the government blamed the Brotherhood for the attack, though it provided no evidence...
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connecting the group to the attack. On March 24, an Egyptian court sentenced 529 Brotherhood members to death for various charges, including murder, “violence, inciting murder, storming a police station, attacking persons and damaging public and private property.” Al Jazeera’s story about the verdicts centered on the “widespread outrage and international condemnation” expressed by foreign governments and human rights groups.

Al Jazeera early on labeled the military ouster a coup, which, according to the Washington Post, turned Al Jazeera “into a virtual enemy of the state in Egypt.” Yigal Carmon, president of the Washington-based Middle East Media Research Institute, told the Post that Al Jazeera attacks the military and defends the Brotherhood “in every way possible.” Al Jazeera America presents the news in a more balanced format than its Middle East counterpart, according to Carmon, who added that Al Jazeera “is talking with a forked tongue in two languages.”

On the same day that Egyptian army chief Abdel Fattah el-Sisi was elected Egyptian president, Al Jazeera ran a story on its website’s front page titled, “American Report: El-Sisi’s Popularity Limited,” which cited a Pew report claiming that el-Sisi’s popularity does not exceed 54 percent, and 4 out of 10 Egyptians support Morsi over el-Sisi.

Another Al Jazeera report noted that rival presidential candidate Hamdeen Sabahi’s office complained that the police and military were denying his representatives access to polling stations. The story quoted Emad Shahin, a political science professor at Columbia University, who likened the election to a “Mercedes racing a bike.” Shahin said that el-Sisi was “feeding on people’s fears, and intellectuals surrounding him have been playing the security card and how his military background make him fit for the task.”

Largely anti-Muslim Brotherhood Media

While Al Jazeera gave prominent airtime to al-Qaradawi and other Islamists affiliated with the Brotherhood, numerous Saudi-owned papers took the opposite approach, depicting an ominous rise of Islamist and Salafist parties in Egypt and lamenting the failure of liberal youth movements to organize politically. In July 2011, Tariq al-Homayed, the former editor-in-chief of the Saudi-owned, London-based Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper, wrote an op-ed titled, “Are We Looking at Egyptistan?” Though al-Homayed granted that the Islamists had the right to express their opinions, “whether we like it or not,” he concluded by asking, “Will the [Egyptian] political forces—particularly the youth and liberals—wake up from their delusions today… or will they continue to waste these historic opportunities to build a democratic Egypt?”

Other Saudi and Saudi-owned pan-Arab media also voiced their concerns about the Brotherhood after its candidate, Mohammed Morsi, won Egypt’s presidential election in June 2012. Abdulrahman Al-Rashed, general manager of the Al Arabiya news channel, noted that while Morsi gave the Gulf states assurances that he would not interfere with their affairs, “[W]hat would he do if Israel attacked Hamas in Gaza?” He also wondered which Palestinian faction Morsi would support, and whether he would “remain silent about Iran’s ideological and religious activities…as seen in Tehran’s support for local groups and attempts to spread the Shiite ideology amongst some Egyptian circles?”

Throughout the first half of 2013, tensions persisted between Morsi and the judiciary, which struck down Morsi’s request for early parliamentary elections, as well as between Morsi and the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces. Morsi’s government also made headlines for harassing journalists who were accused of insulting the president. Al Arabiya published a scathing report in April titled, “Bassem Youssef and the Muslim Brotherhood’s War on Media in Egypt.”

After the Egyptian military set a 48-hour deadline on July 1 for all political parties to resolve their differences, Al Arabiya mockingly reported on the new clock set up by the Egyptian grassroots movement Tamarod to count the hours and minutes until Morsi’s resignation with the headline, “Move over, MorsiMeter! ‘MorsiTimer’ Counts down Egypt Army Deadline.”

Hours after the military removed Morsi from office on July 3, the Saudi paper al-Riyadh published the “cable of
congratulations” that King Abdullah sent to interim Egyptian President Adli Mansour and the Egyptian military, in which he praised Egyptian army chief Abdel Fattah el-Sisi for managing “to save Egypt at this critical moment from a dark tunnel God on could apprehend its dimensions and repercussions.”

Just months after Morsi took office, Saudi outlets were already mocking him by reporting on the “Morsi Meter,” a tool created by Morsi’s activist opponents to track his lack of progress in fulfilling campaign pledges.

The Saudi-based paper al-Eqtisadiya reported on the protests in support of and against Morsi’s decree, giving far more space to the latter. The paper quoted protesters chanting “Down with Morsi,” and “Down, Down with the Guide’s rule.”

Refusing to accept the interim military rule, Morsi’s Islamist supporters staged sit-ins in Cairo’s Rabia al-Adawiya Square and Nahda Square. In late July, security forces clashed with Brotherhood supporters there, reportedly killing and injuring hundreds of protesters. On July 27, Al Jazeera broadcast scenes from a local hospital where the wounded were being treated, as an angry doctor at the hospital shamed the army for carrying out such violence. In August, Al Jazeera produced a documentary detailing its side of the Rabia story. The documentary shows the crowd there ostensibly protesting peacefully before being shot by Egyptian soldiers firing live-ammunition.

However, the extent of the carnage in Rabia al-Adawiya Square became a point of contention. The Muslim Brotherhood reported at the end of August that over 4,000 protesters had been killed. In contrast, the military claimed that on August 14, the day that it invaded the square to break up the protests, “between 683 and 1,000 people, including 43 police officers” died in the carnage.

Writing for Al Arabiya, Abdallah Schleifer seemed to take sides with the interim government, as he wondered how much attention European and American leaders would pay to the killings of policemen by the Brotherhood. He criticized the Brotherhood’s allegedly non-violent approach, writing, “Non-violence does not mean building barricades to hold off the Egyptian riot police and breaking up pavement stones to throw at them.” He added that a BBC cameraman who caught footage of the Rabia al-Awaiya mosque’s roof noted that “gunfire was not just coming in, but also going out, from the mosque at the same time.”

When Saudi-owned Asharq al-Awsat reported on the government’s intensified crackdown, it interviewed anonymous Egyptian security officials who “affirmed that the Muslim Brotherhood had allied itself with two Al-Qaeda linked groups, Ansar Bayt Al-Maqdis and the Al-Furqan Brigade.”

Even Al Arabiya described Sisi’s victory as “pyrrhic,” because while Sisi wanted “an overwhelming turnout that would accord legitimacy to his July ouster” of Mohammed Morsi, only about 44 percent of Egyptians voted. The low turnout came despite the government’s extension of voting for an extra day and declaration of a national holiday so that citizens could make it to the polls.

On March 24, an Egyptian court sentenced 529 Brotherhood members to death for various charges, including murder, “violence, inciting murder, storming a police station, attacking persons and damaging public and private property.” Al Arabiya struck a vastly different tone with its coverage than Al Jazeera, with the Saudi-owned station simply laying out the charges, while including a short section on U.S. government concern about the death sentences.

Morsi’s constitutional decree in November 2012 also drew scorn from his opponents within Egypt. Cairo’s Al Ahram, traditionally close to the Mubarak regime, ran an article summarizing the reaction from American media outlets: “President Morsi’s Decisions Creating New Pharoah.”

Amid the Morsi government’s ineptitude, corruption, and unfulfilled promises, the Tamarod youth movement emerged, seeking to garner 15 million votes in order to force Morsi out of office on June 30. Part of the large shift against the Brotherhood may also be due to an alleged pact by Egypt’s six main television stations to characterize the organization as a terrorist group. According to the Wall Street Journal, anchors from each channel thanked the military for overthrowing
Morsi and covered themselves in Egyptian flags on air while playing the national anthem.\textsuperscript{190}

By mid-June 2013, Tamarod had garnered massive support throughout Egypt, with protesters swelling the streets of major cities. Egypt’s al-Masry al-Youm reported that Tamarod activists were being harassed and attacked by Muslim Brotherhood “militias” during their peaceful demonstrations.\textsuperscript{191}

It is important to note that at least 22 Al Jazeera staff members from the Egypt office resigned on July 8 over what they described as the network’s “biased coverage” on Egypt. One of the anchors interviewed by Dubai’s Gulf News reported that “the management in Doha provokes sedition among the Egyptian people and has an agenda against Egypt and other Arab countries.”\textsuperscript{192}

\textbf{American and Israeli Media}

As Egyptians took to the streets in protest of Mubarak, the United States and Israel initially held back support for the protests against their ally, instead focusing on regional stability. Western media picked up on these concerns, primarily regarding the future of the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty. The downfall of the Mubarak regime would have “a massive effect, mainly negative, on Israel’s position in the region,” according to Israel’s Haaretz military expert Amos Harel, who added it could threaten the Egyptian and Jordanian treaties.\textsuperscript{193}

On February 23, 2011, eight days before Mubarak officially stepped down from office, the New York Times ran an op-ed by Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a former Brotherhood member, in which she warned the West about the Brotherhood’s increasing power and suggested ways in which the U.S. might counter it.\textsuperscript{194}

As Mubarak fell and the Brotherhood became a key player in the new Egyptian political world, Western media continued to focus on the question of the treaty. Days before Mubarak left power, the Washington Times reported on a Japanese interview with a Brotherhood leader who called for any future Egyptian government to withdraw from the Israel-Egypt peace treaty, while a Brotherhood spokesman told CBS that the Brotherhood would respect the treaty as long as Israel made progress with the Palestinians.\textsuperscript{195}

In a February 6, 2011 interview with Germany’s Der Spiegel, Egyptian opposition leader Mohamed ElBaradei addressed Israeli concerns. Israel has a treaty with a single man, Mubarak, and not the Egyptian people, he said, adding that the Israelis “should understand that it is in their long-term interest to have a democratic Egypt as a neighbor.”\textsuperscript{196} Prefacing his comments with how he disagrees with the Brotherhood’s ideology, ElBaradei defended the Brotherhood, which he said had “agreed to play by democratic rules.”\textsuperscript{197}

In the lead-up to Egyptian elections and during the early days of the Brotherhood government, many U.S. and Israeli media outlets questioned what a Brotherhood-led government would mean for the Israel-Egypt peace treaty and U.S.-Egyptian relations if Egypt nullified the treaty. U.S. media outlets were deluged with op-eds warning against the Brotherhood’s rise to power. For example, Fawaz A. Gerges, a professor of international relations at the London School of Economics, called in a CNN op-ed for the opposition to find a voice, or else “the Muslim Brotherhood will probably be the dominant power in the next Egyptian parliament and that could pit the movement against the army....”\textsuperscript{198} Including the Brotherhood in a transitional government would be “a mistake of historic proportions,” according to U.S. Sen. John McCain (R-AZ).\textsuperscript{199}

As the Brotherhood emerged as the leading political party in Egypt, media outlets continued to question what would mean for the United States and Israel. The New York Times reported that the young people who had driven the revolution had lost control of it as the Brotherhood gained power.\textsuperscript{200} Questions in the Western media continued to swirl around what role the Brotherhood would play and whether the Israel-Egypt peace treaty would survive. “While the two countries have benefited from a peace treaty for more than 32 years, the prevailing atmosphere of uncertainty is unsettling,” the American Jewish Committee’s Kenneth Brandler wrote in an op-ed for Fox News.\textsuperscript{201}

Western media did not rush to embrace Morsi after his victory in the June 2012 presidential elections, and speculation
continued about what his presidency would mean for the U.S. and Israel. Dan Ephron in the Daily Beast wrote, “He won’t attack Israel and he’s unlikely to tear up the peace treaty, at least initially. But Israelis are worried that Mohammed Morsi... will lead an isolation campaign against the Jewish state, shore up Hamas in the Gaza Strip, and bring relations between the two countries to their lowest point in more than 30 years.”

The United States has refused to call the Egyptian army’s July 2013 removal of the Brotherhood a coup, and media outlets have taken note. CNN’s Jake Tapper observed that hours after Morsi’s overthrow, President Obama “purposely avoided using the word ‘coup.’” The “coup” label carries legal repercussions for U.S. aid, so “while what happened in Egypt fits the definition of a military coup—don’t expect to hear that four letter word from the administration,” Tapper warned.

However, CNN itself ran a story on the day of Morsi’s disposal with the headline: “Coup topples Egypt’s Morsy; deposed president under ‘house arrest.’”

Other media sources such as Foreign Policy, also found themselves questioning why the United States would not label the Brotherhood’s overthrow a coup: “Though few think the ruling Muslim Brotherhood governed in an inclusive fashion during its one year in power, and many decried Morsy’s authoritarian power grabs over parliament and the judiciary, reporters pushed officials to call a spade a spade.”

Despite disagreement over how it happened, Western pundits have largely embraced the fall of the Brotherhood government as positive. The Brotherhood revealed itself to be “a Leninist-style organisation, intent on power for power’s sake, that was leading the country into Islamic totalitarianism and economic ruin,” wrote Hugh Miles in the Telegraph.  

[Footnotes]
Muslim Brotherhood
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Rhetoric:

**Ayman al-Zawahiri, April 2014 [289]**

Video condemning an Egyptian crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood:

“We call on the people to put their revolution on the right track and undertake slogans calling for Islamic Sharia, the path of freedom, social justice and human dignity.”

---

**Message left by pro-Brotherhood hackers on Cairo International Airport’s website, August 11, 2015 [290]**

Message left by pro-Brotherhood hackers on Cairo International Airport’s website:

“In revenge for the martyrs who have died by the bullets of the military gang and criminal Sisi since the coup, you will drown in the blood of those you have killed. We will follow you everywhere… the revolution continues and the land does not absorb blood.”

---

**Muhammad Muntasir, spokesman, June 30, 2015 [291]**

In reference to the murder of Egypt’s top prosecutor Hisham Barakat that the Brotherhood has blamed on Sisi’s regime:

“The current Egyptian situation has exceeded everyone’s capacity. There is no way to stop the bloodshed except by breaking the military coup and reviving the revolution.”

---

**Hammam Saeed, supreme guide of the Jordanian Brotherhood, July 20, 2014 [292]**

“These Arab regimes have made us accustomed to taste the bitterness of defeat and now the day has come that someone (Hamas) has ended this humiliation and weakness by their heroic resistance.”

---

**Mohammed Badie, Brotherhood supreme guide, May 18, 2014 [293]**

“We have fought only against the Jews, and Kamel Al-Sharif may testify about the conduct of the Muslim Brotherhood in the [1948] war in Palestine. We fought against the Jews.”

---

**Hammam Saeed, supreme guide of the Jordanian Brotherhood, March 14, 2014 [294]**

“We will not accept less than the annulment of the peace treaty and deportation the Israeli ambassador and to announce that Jews are enemies for our nation [sic].”

---

**Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, May 9, 2013 [295]**

“Our whole ambition is to die on the path to Allah, and for long life to Palestine... I am sure we will conquer. Nobody thought that the people would triumph and oust the tyrants who ruled Egypt and Tunisia. And Syria will also emerge victorious, as well as Islam... Our wish should be that we carry out Jihad to death... We should seek to liberate...”
Palestine, all of Palestine, inch by inch.”  

**Hammam Saeed, supreme guide of the Jordanian Brotherhood, January 18, 2013**  

Jordan will become a "state in the Muslim Caliphate."  

**Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, January 2013**  

"Morsy told the senators that the values of Islam teach respect for Christianity and Judaism, and he asserted repeatedly that he had no negative views about Judaism or the Jewish people, but then followed with a diatribe about Israel and Zionist actions against Palestinians, especially in Gaza. Then Morsy crossed a line and made a comment that made the senators physically recoil in their chairs in shock, [U.S. Senator Chris] Coons said. ‘He was attempting to explain himself ... then he said, ‘Well, I think we all know that the media in the United States has made a big deal of this and we know the media of the United States is controlled by certain forces and they don’t view me favorably,’ Coons said. The Cable asked Coons if Morsy specifically named the Jews as the forces that control the American media. Coons said all the senators believed the implication was obvious. ‘He did not say [the Jews], but I watched as the other senators physically recoiled, as did I,’ he said. ‘I thought it was impossible to draw any other conclusion.’"  

**Khairat el-Shater, Imprisoned Egyptian first deputy to the supreme guide, April 5, 2012**  

"Sharia was and will always be my first and final project and objective."  

**Former Supreme Guide Mohammed Mahdi Akef, September 2011**  

"We believe that Zionism, the United States, and England are gangs that kill children and women and men and destroy houses and fields. Zionism is a gang, not a country. So we will resist them until they don’t have a country."  

**Khairat el-Shater, Imprisoned Egyptian first deputy to the supreme guide, April 21, 2011**  

"Everywhere, the Brothers are working to restore Islam in its all-encompassing conception to the lives of people. Thus the mission is clear: restoring Islam in its all-encompassing conception, subjugating people to God, instituting the religion of God, the Islamicization of life, empowering of God’s religion, establishing the renaissance of the ummah [worldwide Muslim nation] on the basis of Islam... Every aspect of life is to be Islamicized."  

**Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, February 18, 2011**  

"I have hope that as God has delighted me to see a liberated Egypt, [so too will God] delight me with a conquered Al Aqsa [Jerusalem]."
Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, September 23, 2010 [302]

“These futile [Israeli-Palestinian] negotiations are a waste of time and opportunities. The Zionists buy time and gain more opportunities, as the Palestinians, the Arabs, and the Muslims lose time and opportunities, and they get nothing out of it... This [Palestinian] Authority was created by the Zionist and American enemies for the sole purpose of opposing the will of the Palestinian people and its interests...”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, September 23, 2010 [303]

“No reasonable person can expect any progress on [negotiations]. Either [you accept] the Zionists and everything they want, or else it is war. This is what these occupiers of the land of Palestine know - these blood-suckers, who attack the Palestinians, these warmongers, the descendants of apes and pigs.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, September 23, 2010 [304]

“We should employ all forms of resistance against them. There should be military resistance within the land of Palestine against those criminal Zionists, who attack Palestine and the Palestinians. There should also be political resistance and economic resistance through a boycott, as well as by supporting the resistance fighters. This should be the practice of the Muslims and the Arabs outside Palestine. They should support the resistance fighters and besiege the Zionist wherever they are. None of the Arab or Muslim peoples and regimes should have dealings with them. Pressure should be exerted upon them. They must not be given any opportunity, and must not stand on any Arab or Islamic land. They must be driven out of our countries.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, September 23, 2010 [305]

“(T)hese negotiations must stop once and for all. Everybody must turn to the support of the resistance, which is the option chosen by the Palestinians and by us all – the Arabs and the Muslims, Palestinians and others. We must all realize that resistance is the only way to liberate the land of Palestine.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, March 20, 2010 [306]

“The Zionists have no right to the land of Palestine. There is no place for them on the land of Palestine. What they took before 1947-8 constitutes plundering, and what they are doing now is a continuation of this plundering. By no means do we recognize their Green Line. The land of Palestine belongs to the Palestinians, not to the Zionists.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, March 20, 2010 [307]

“We must confront this Zionist entity. All ties of all kinds must be severed with this plundering criminal entity, which is supported by America and its weapons, as well as by its own nuclear weapons, the existence of which is well known. It will bring about their own destruction. The peoples must boycott this entity and avoid normalization of relations with it. All products from countries supporting this entity - from the U.S. and others - must be boycotted.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, March 20, 2010 [308]
“We want a country for the Palestinians on the entire land of Palestine, on the basis of [Palestinian] citizenship. All the talk about a two-state solution and about peace is nothing but an illusion, which the Arabs have been chasing for a long time now. They will not get from the Zionists anything but this illusion.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, March 20, 2010

“They have been fanning the flames of civil strife wherever they were throughout history. They are hostile by nature.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, March 20, 2010

“The Zionists understood nothing but the language of force.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, January 10, 2010

“Dear brothers, we must not forget to nurse our children and grandchildren on hatred towards those Zionists and Jews, and all those who support them. They must be nursed on hatred. The hatred must continue.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, January 30, 2009

“Throughout history, Allah has imposed upon the [Jews] people who would punish them for their corruption. The last punishment was carried out by Hitler. By means of all the things he did to them - even though they exaggerated this issue - he managed to put them in their place. This was divine punishment for them. Allah willing, the next time will be at the hand of the believers.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, January 28, 2009

“To conclude my speech, I’d like to say that the only thing I hope for is that as my life approaches its end, Allah will give me an opportunity to go to the land of jihad and resistance, even if in a wheelchair. I will shoot Allah’s enemies, the Jews, and they will throw a bomb at me, and thus, I will seal my life with martyrdom.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, January 9, 2009

“Oh Allah, take this oppressive, Jewish, Zionist band of people... do not spare a single one of them. Oh Allah, count their numbers, and kill them, down to the very last one.”

Mohammed Morsi, former Egyptian president, September 15, 2007

“The US administration has never presented any evidences on the identity of those who
committed that incident [9/11 attacks]... The Muslim Brotherhood and others demanded a transparent trial with clear evidence and to have court rulings. We confirm that this isn’t a defense to those who committed these actions but we only seek the truth.”

Mohammad Mahdi Akef, former Brotherhood Supreme guide, December 2005

“Western democracies have slammed all those who don't see eye-to-eye with the Zionists regarding the myth of the Holocaust.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, October 2005

“One wonders if the west has given up on Christianity. We supposed that the west's history and roots were in Christianity and the latter objects to homosexuality. The Torah also says sodomy is punished by God. We shouldn't give the impression that Muslims are alone on this.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, September 2005

“There was a demonstration against me in London because I spoke out against homosexuality. People seem to have forgotten that it wasn't me who came up with this mindset. It's part of God's order spoken of by Moses and even mentioned by Jesus.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, July 13, 2004

“There is no dialogue between us [Muslims and Jews] except by the sword and the rifle...”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, May 28, 2004

“The Jews caused us a great injustice, the greatest injustice. They have expelled our people, stolen our land, shed our brothers' blood, and are still shedding blood, and there should be no contact between them and us. How could I agree to meet with them? They have killed our brothers in Rafah and destroyed their homes, and today I am supposed to shake their hand? The problem between them and us should be solved first. There is no way I will take part or agree that any observant Muslim take part in a dialogue with those Jews before our problem with them is solved. True, there are a few Jews who do not agree, but about these, Islam says that the majority rules all, while the minority has no influence. We judge according to the majority... The Jews around the world, as a rule, support Israel. And this is well known. Therefore, we will not agree to meet with them until our problem with the Zionist entity and those Westerners and Christians who support them is solved.”
"Violence exists everywhere and terrorism exists everywhere, even within America, and America may be one of the reasons for the spreading of the violent ideology around the world because of the culture it spreads, violent films, the violent TV series, westerns... This is America and even the children... We have seen children shooting their classmates."

"We must be aware that in regulating the sexual drive Islam has prohibited not only illicit sexual relations and all what leads to them, but also the sexual deviation known as homosexuality. This perverted act is a reversal of the natural order, a corruption of man’s sexuality, and a crime against the rights of females. (The same applies equally to the case of lesbianism.)"

"The spread of this depraved practice [gay sex] in a society disrupts its natural life pattern and makes those who practice it slaves to their lusts, depriving them of decent taste, decent morals, and a decent manner of living."

"Due to the colonialist, occupying, racist, and [plundering] nature of Israeli society, it is, in fact, a military society. Anyone past childhood, man or woman, is drafted into the Israeli army. Every Israeli is a soldier in the army, either in practical terms or because he is a reservist soldier who can be summoned at any time for war. This fact needs no proof. Those they call ‘civilians’ are in effect ‘soldiers’ in the army of the sons of Zion."

"Israeli society has a unique trait that makes it different from the other human societies, and that is that as far as the people of Palestine are concerned, it is a ‘society of invaders’ who came from outside the region – from Russia or America, from Europe or from the lands of the Orient – to occupy Palestine and settle in it... Those who are invaded have the right to fight the invaders with all means at their disposal in order to remove [the invaders] from their homes and send them back to the homes from whence they came... This is a Jihad of necessity, as the clerics call it, and not Jihad of choice... Even if an innocent child is killed as a result of this Jihad – it was not intended, but rather due to the necessities of the war... Even with the passage of time, these [Israeli] so-called ‘civilians’ do not stop being invaders, evil, tyrants, and oppressors..."

"Our brothers in Palestine are, without doubt, in a situation of extreme necessity to carry out martyrdom operations in order to unsettle their enemies and the plunderers of their land and to sow horror in their hearts so that they will leave, and return to the places..."
Muslim Brotherhood

from whence they came... What weapon can harm their enemy, can prevent him from sleeping, and can strip him of a sense of security and stability, except for these human bombs - a young man or woman who blows himself or herself up amongst their enemy. This is a weapon the likes of which the enemy cannot obtain, even if the U.S. provides it with billions [of dollars] and the most powerful weapons, because it is a unique weapon that Allah has placed only in the hands of the men of belief. It is a type of divine justice on the face of the earth... it is the weapon of the wretched weak in the face of the powerful tyrant...”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, July 19, 2003

“[T]he one who carries out a martyrdom operation does not think of himself. He sacrifices himself to Allah in order to buy Paradise in exchange. Allah said: ‘Allah has bought from the believers their souls and their properties for they shall inherit Paradise...[Koran 9:111]’”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, July 19, 2003

“While the [person who commits] suicide dies in escape and retreat, the one who carries out a martyrdom operation dies in advance and attack. Unlike the [person who commits] suicide, who has no goal except escape from confrontation, the one who carries out a martyrdom operation has a clear goal, and that is to please Allah...”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, July 2003

“The martyrdom operations carried out by the Palestinian factions to resist the Zionist occupation are not in any way included in the framework of prohibited terrorism, even if the victims include some civilians.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, March 7, 2003

“[Suicide bombings are] the supreme form of Jihad... that is allowed by the Shari'a... These are heroic operations of martyrdom.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, March 7, 2003

“Resisting the invaders is an individual duty [incumbent] on all Muslims. If the enemies invaded a Muslim country, the people of that country should resist and expel them from their territories... It is an individual duty on all Muslims, men and women... If they succeeded in forcing the enemies out, it is all right... But if they did not, it is incumbent on their Muslim neighbor countries to defend them...”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, March 7, 2003
"O God, destroy the Zionist, the American, and the British aggressors. O God, shake the ground under them and protect us from them."  

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, January 8, 2003  

"Those killed fighting the American forces are martyrs, given their good intentions, since they consider these invading troops an enemy within their territories but without their will... The issue is not with the Americans who are peace-loving, but with their arrogant government."  

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, October 18, 2002  

"Hamas and its counterparts cannot be wiped out, for they are the mouthpiece of the Islamic nation all over the world."  

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, September 16, 2001  

"The West has made Islam his enemy for many reasons. One is [the Middle East's natural] resources. Since the days of the Crusades, there are some mental complexes from which the West has not freed itself. The West attacked the Muslim countries, but Islam triumphed, with 'Immad Al-Din Zangi, Saladin, Baibars, and others... Colonialism's aspirations are greedy and full of hate; this hatred still motivates it... The Taliban have nothing to do with this matter [9/11]; they are preoccupied with their own internal problems... I also think that Osama bin Laden no longer has the means to carry out something like this..."  

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, September 16, 2001  

"A Muslim is forbidden from entering into an alliance with a non-Muslim against another Muslim... Allying with others to kill [Muslims] is collaborating in sin and aggression... It is also forbidden to hand over Muslims to others. Something like this is inconceivable. Shari'a says that if a Muslim country is attacked, the other Muslim countries must help it, with their souls and their money, until it is liberated. Islam sees Muslims everywhere as one nation, and it does not recognize geographical borders or [differences of] race, color, or language. It sees Muslims as one nation in Dar Al-Islam, united in Islamic belief and Muslim brotherhood. Co-religionists must not rise up against each other for other peoples' causes, particularly when it is not proven that the crime was carried out by one of those [Islamic] countries..."  

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, September 16, 2001  

"Even if the U.S. is guilty, in that it supports Israeli terror, I say that this does not mean that we may attack civilians in the U.S., because the civilians are not guilty. We should..."
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fight the American military if we can, and if we cannot, we should fight the U.S. economically and politically. Let us boycott the U.S... It is absolutely forbidden for Arab and Islamic countries to allow their bases to be used to attack Afghanistan... [If the clerics in Afghanistan call Muslims to *jihad*, Muslims must help as best they can, as they did during the Russian occupation of Afghanistan...]

---

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, September 16, 2001 [338]

"I do not think that a Muslim would let an Islamic homeland like Palestine, and Jerusalem, remain in the hands of the Zionists, who plunder it and damage its holy sites... All I said is that this oppressed people that was expelled from its home has the right to defend itself, and that every man has the right to become a human bomb and blow himself up inside this military society. Israeli society is a military society; anyone who is not currently a soldier is a soldier in the reserves. I issued this religious ruling, and all the Islamic clerics have ruled like me, except for a few. Hundreds of Muslim clerics have ruled that these martyrdom operations are one of the most sublime types of *Jihad* for the sake of Allah. Many have asked me whether it is permitted to carry out operations outside of Palestine, and I always say no. I support what Hamas says, that every martyrdom operation must be within the lands of Palestine..."

---

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, June 19, 2001 [339]

"[There are two types of *Jihad*:] 'A *Jihad* which you seek [an attack], and a *Jihad* in which you repulse an attack. In the *Jihad* which you are seeking, you look for the enemy and invade him. This type of *Jihad* takes place only when the Islamic state is invading other countries in order to spread the word of Islam and to remove obstacles standing in its way. The repulsing *Jihad* takes place when your land is being invaded and conquered... [In that case you must] repulse [the invader] to the best of your ability. If you kill him he will end up in hell, and if he kills you, you become a martyr [Shahid]..."

---

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, June 19, 2001 [340]

"There are various ways to prepare for *Jihad*: there is mental preparation, there is physical preparation, and there is material preparation, meaning the preparation of the weapons. The Prophet [Muhammad] prepared all his friends first mentally, since equipment and weapons cannot fight by themselves but rather need hands to operate them, and those hands must also have a purpose."

---

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, June 19, 2001 [341]

"Why were we defeated in 1967? Officers stated that we had vast amounts of weapons but we did not provide the warrior with mental preparation. We did not prepare him to fight for religious belief and for defending religious sanctuaries. We are the oppressed, and the duty is [incumbent up]on us. He who got killed is a [Shahid] in heaven... The first assignment is to prepare the hero who is willing to put his life in his own hands for Allah's sake, and he who does not care whether he encounters death or death encounters him... [he] is not a suicide [bomber]. He kills the enemy while taking self-risk, similar to what Muslims did in the past... He wants to scare his enemies, and the religious authorities
have permitted this. They said that if he causes the enemy both sorrow and fear of Muslims ... he is permitted to risk himself and even get killed.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, March 2001 [342]

“Muslim jurists have held differing opinions concerning the punishment for this abominable practice. Should it be the same as the punishment for fornication, or should both the active and passive participants be put to death? While such punishments may seem cruel, they have been suggested to maintain the purity of the Islamic society and to keep it clean of perverted elements.”

Official Muslim Brotherhood Release, 2001 [343]

“We have a specific task to establish God’s rule on the basis of our faith. This is our true and effective way to escape all our internal and foreign problems, whether political, economic, social or cultural.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, 2000 [344]

“Islam wants this nation to consult with each other, and stand as a united body, so no enemy can penetrate it. This is not what democracy is for. Democracy is a system that can’t solve all societal problems. Democracy itself also can make whatever it wants as lawful, or prohibit anything it does not like. In comparison the Shari’ah as a political system has limits.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Brotherhood spiritual and intellectual leader, 2000 [345]

“As a Muslim society we should adopt it in an Islamic context of a society that seeks to live with its Sharia laws. Our society should abide by what have been made lawful by Allah SW [Subhanahu wa’ta’ala, Glorious and Exalted] and abide by what also made unlawful by him SW [sic]. In comparison democracy, with a slim majority can cancel all laws and rules. It can even eliminate itself with this type of margin. In fact, in some case democracy may become worse than dictatorship.”

Mustapha Mashour, former General Guide of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, 1981 [346]

“Democracy contradicts and wages war on Islam. Whoever calls for democracy means they are raising banners contradicting God’s plan and fighting Islam.”

Taha al Alwani, President of the Fiqh Council of North America [347]

“[Homosexuals are] deviants [who should not be given] any opportunity to mix with and corrupt [Muslim] children [or to enter a Mosque].”

———
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